SGA Resolution No. 02-09-F

A Resolution to hold students accountable when attending conferences on SGA’s behalf.

Whereas: It is an honor to be sponsored by SGA to attend a national or statewide conference on SGA’s behalf.

Whereas: In previous years, some students have taken advantage of the SGA by skipping sessions at informational conferences that SGA has paid for them to attend.

Whereas: As SGA’s budget will be watched closely this year, a student that skips sessions at informational conferences is wasting SGA’s money.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 72nd CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MTSU THAT:

Section 1: If any member of the SGA does not attend Required sessions in a conference that they were sponsored by SGA to attend, the student will reimburse the SGA in full for their expenses.

Section 2: If the administrator or chaperon deems it acceptable for a student to miss a session then the student in question will not be required to repay expenses.

Sponsored by: Erin Johnson

___________________ ____________________ ______________________
Speaker of the Senate                         SGA President       VP of Student Affairs

Passes on 8/15/09;
21 in favor, 4 not in favor.

Friendly Amendment to section 1 passes; strike out ‘at least 80 percent of’ and insert required sessions and to insert Section 2